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Abstract: Current pedagogy in ESL (English as a Second Language) writing introduction 

advocates a process approach to writing. Yet, the need to physically deal with and compare 

several drafts could be a daunting task for the learner, not to mention the issue of motivation. 

In recent years, writers in ESL instruction have proposed collaborative writing as a motivator 

for a more process-oriented approach to writing. The advent of wikis has greatly facilitated 

such teaching approaches. Yet, much of the experimentation has involved college-level ESL 

learners. This paper reports on a pilot project in using wikis for promoting collaborative writing 

among a group of 24 pre-intermediate ESL learners in a secondary school in Hong Kong. As 

this was the first project of its kind in Hong Kong, this pilot project concentrated on practical, 

pedagogical, concerns. This paper will describe the design of the writing project, and report on 

the students‟ responses. 

 

 

Introduction 

Current pedagogy in ESL (English as a Second Language) writing instruction advocates a 

process approach to writing (e.g., Tompkins, 2000; Harmer, 2007). Learners are encouraged 

to go through repeated cycles of brainstorming, drafting, and revising, before settling for a final 

version (White & Arndt, 1991). Yet, the need to physically deal with and compare several 

successive drafts could be a daunting task for the learner, not to mention the issue of 

motivation (McGarrell & Verbeem, 2007). The technical complexity involved could also 

discourage ESL teachers from implementing process writing on a regular basis. 

In recent years, writers in ESL writing have been promoting collaborative writing as a motivator 

for encouraging learners to follow a more process-oriented approach to writing (Yong Mei, 

2010; Storch, 2005; Gutierrez, 2008). The advent of wikis has now made it extremely 

convenient for ESL learners to write collaboratively online, and to go through cycles of drafting 

and revising (Lee, 2010; Miyazoe & Anderson, 2010; Tharp, 2010). In the course of 

collaborative writing online, learners can also easily provide each other with corrective 

feedback, using the discussion function of a wiki. Writers in ESL writing pedagogy have 

asserted that the practice of corrective feedback will add to the motivation of writing, and will 
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nurture more independent language learners (Bitchener, 2008; Ellis, 2009).  

A wiki is a website where anyone can edit anything anytime they want (Richardson, 2006). It is 

thus a great tool for online collaborative writing activities. However, so far, collaborative writing 

projects using wikis have mostly been used with L1 learners, such as the High School Online 

Collaborative Writing project initiated by Paul Allison for high schools in New York City. Similar 

collaborative writing for L1 learners include Ikpeze (2009), Judd, Kennedy, and Cropper (2010) 

and Meishar-Tal and Gorsky (2010). The handful of attempts involving ESL learners have been 

concerned with college-level students (e.g. Kessler, 2009; Su & Beaumont, 2010). There have 

been very few attempts in implementing collaborative writing through wikis for pre-intermediate 

level ESL learners.  

This paper reports on a pilot project in using wikis for promoting collaborative writing among a 

group of 24 pre-intermediate ESL learners in a secondary school in Hong Kong. As this was 

the first project of its kind in Hong Kong, this project concentrated on pedagogical issues. The 

main purpose of the project was to ascertain the practical feasibility of using wikis for 

collaborative writing for pre-intermediate ESL students in a school setting, with a view to 

collecting experience for further experimentation and future research. This paper is in three 

parts. In the first part, I will explain the organization and design of the writing project using 

wikis. In the second part, I will report on the students‟ response to the project, and some initial 

observations. I will finish the paper, based on experience gained from this project, by 

suggesting further ways of using wikis for promoting collaborative and process writing for 

school-level ESL learners.  

 

Organisation of the Collaborative Writing Project 

 

The sociolinguistic background 

This pilot project took place at a secondary school in Hong Kong. The students who took part 

were 24 students in a Secondary One class. In Hong Kong, children go to primary school for 6 

years, after which they will be re-allocated to different secondary schools for 6 years of 

secondary education. This pilot project began in October, when the 24 students had started 

secondary school for about a month. They were still new to the secondary school, and were 

only beginning to build new friendships with each other.  

The majority of students in Hong Kong speak Chinese as their mother-tongue. English is a 
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compulsory subject in the school curriculum from Primary One. However, except in the tertiary 

and business sectors where English is used widely, everyday life in Hong Kong is conducted 

mainly in Chinese. The 24 students in the pilot project could be judged to be at a 

pre-intermediate level of English proficiency.  

 

Organisation of the project and the rationale 

The school where the project took place was a member school of an ESL teacher development 

programme, conducted by the university-based school of education where I work. The school 

principal‟s permission was obtained for conducting this pilot project. The ESL teacher of the 

class concerned assisted as the cooperating teacher. I was responsible for designing the 

project, teaching a few demonstration lessons at the school, and liaising with the cooperating 

teacher to help solve technical and pedagogical problems. 

The 24 students in the Secondary One class were divided into 6 groups, with 4 students in 

each group. Each group would be responsible for writing about one facet of their new 

Secondary One school life. A process writing approach was adopted for the writing project. 

 

The organization had been based on the following considerations:  

 I had 4 students in each group because it would be easier for the students to collaborate 

in a smaller group. They would have a stronger sense of belonging to the group. 

 I chose their new secondary school life as the topic as they had just finished primary 

school and joined the school as new secondary students. They would have a lot to say on the 

topic, and their parents, teachers, and schoolmates would want to know how the students 

were experiencing their new school life.  

 I adopted a process approach because the editing functions of wikis make them an ideal 

tool for students to practice drafting, re-writing, editing, and proofreading.  

 

The 6 Aspects of Secondary School Life 

The project began at the beginning of October, when they had experienced secondary school 

life for a month. I invited each of the six groups of students to write on one aspect of their 

secondary school life. The six aspects were: 

 Special rooms and facilities 
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 The school as one big “family” 

 Interest clubs/Extra-curricular activities 

 Lunchtime and recess 

 The S.1 curriculum 

 Adapting to secondary school life 

 

Procedure for the Writing Project 

Stage One: Introducing students to wikis and prewriting 

I conducted a workshop on using wikis for the 24 students. They learnt how to (a) write on a 

wiki page, (b) edit an existing page, and (c) view previous edits. They were also introduced to 

the writing topic and worked in groups to brainstorm some initial ideas for their own group 

topic.  

 

Stage Two: Initial Writing by students in groups 

A wiki was created for this project. The wiki contained 6 pages, one for each group. Over a 

duration of 4 weeks, they logged on to the project wiki in their spare time either at school or at 

home, and wrote on their group page on their assigned aspect of school life. I provided a few 

prompt questions on each group page to start them writing. (See below for the writing prompts.) 

They were also encouraged to read the work of the other groups. I also alerted the students to 

the following potential sources of ideas: 

 their own thoughts, ideas, and experience 

 the school documents 

 the school website 

 interviews with the school personnel. 

 

Stage Three: Revising the first draft 

A lesson on revising first drafts was given to the 24 students. This lesson focused on two 

writing strategies: organizing ideas into coherent paragraphs, and writing topic sentences. 

After this lesson, students went back to their own group page on the project wiki in their spare 

time and revised the draft of their group page. This went on for 5 days.  

 

Stage Four: Proofreading 
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A lesson on proofreading was given to the students. After this lesson and in their own time, 

students proofread their group report for grammatical and lexical errors. This went on for 4 

days. 

 

Stage Five: Publishing 

The “publishing” of the final wiki took the form of an announcement to all the teachers, and 

students and their parents, about the finished wiki. They were all given the wiki URL and 

invited to view the finished wiki at any time they liked.  

 

The Writing Prompts 

The following instructions were given to the 6 groups during Stage Two of the project: 

Group 1:  Special Rooms and Facilities 

You are responsible for describing the rooms and facilities that are only found in the school, 

such as laboratories, libraries, and computer labs. You will describe these rooms and facilities, 

and what students do at these places 

Group 2:. The School as a Big Family 

You will describe people belonging to the school: the principal, teachers with special 

responsibilities, teachers in general, and other school personnel such as the administrative 

staff, the school social worker, lab technicians, janitors, etc. 

Group 3: Interest Clubs/Extra-curricular Activities 

You will choose and describe some of the interest clubs and extra-curricular activities: what 

are these clubs and activities; how to join them; how often they meet, etc. 

Group 4: Lunchtime and Recess 

You will describe what the students (especially the S.1 students) do during recess and 

lunchtime. For example, what do they do after lunch? Where do they go for lunch? 

Group 5: The Secondary One Curriculum 

You will describe the S.1 curriculum, with special attention to the subjects that you did not have 

in primary school. What are these subjects? What do you learn in these subjects? What are 

the lessons like? Do you find these subjects interesting? 

Group 6: Adapting to Secondary School Life 

You will report on how you and your classmates are adapting to your new life in a secondary 
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school. Do you enjoy secondary school life? Why/Why not? Are there things which you need to 

make an effort to adapt to, such as the medium of instruction? Are you having more homework 

or less? Are you making new friends quickly?  

 

The students’ response 

In this section, I report on the students‟ response, and some initial observations of the students‟ 

participation and writing.  

 

Amount of participation and writing 

On the whole, the students took an active part in the collaborative writing project, as can be 

seen in the number of revisions that each group went through:  

Group 1: 33 revisions 

Group 2: 51 revisions 

Group 3: 77 revisions 

Group 4: 55 revisions 

Group 5: 42 revisions 

Group 6: 100 revisions 

 

As all the students were given the same username and password to facilitate their logging on 

to the wiki, no information regarding individual students‟ patterns of contribution could be 

gleaned from the wiki logs. Nevertheless, if we take an average, then each of the 24 students 

contributed to the writing project 15 times during the 4 weeks. Given the heavy study load of 

students in Hong Kong, this could be considered an impression record of participation.  

 

General observations 

1. Initial response was a bit slow, as it was the first time the students wrote collaboratively, not 

to mention in a wiki. But after the first couple of days when some of the students had had an 

attempt and found it fun, participation speeded up quickly.  

2. During the drafting stage, most students simply added their ideas to their group page. After 

the editing lesson, they began to look at their group page as a whole, and worked together to 

improve the organization of their group report. 

3. The proofreading stage did not result in error-free group reports, as the students were still at 
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pre-intermediate level. Nevertheless, I did not push that too far as I was of the view that 

instilling in them a long-term interest in writing was of greater importance.  

4. Overall, the students were motivated and excited about the writing project throughout, 

because of the following reasons: 

 The wiki was a new medium for them to express their ideas in writing.  

 It was easy for them to learn and work with wikis.  

 Their group report would be read by other groups; there was a real audience for their 

writing.  

 They enjoyed the process of sharing ideas. 

 They enjoyed the online contact with each other outside of class. 

 The writing project led to a visible product on the Web: the completed wiki.   

 

A sample showing how the writing evolved 

A detailed analysis of how the students‟ writing evolved is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Nevertheless, to give an impression of the revisions that the students made in the course of 

the writing project, I have chosen the work produced by one group chosen randomly, and 

reproduced below the first paragraph of the group‟s written work produced at three stages of 

the project: at the beginning of the project; halfway into the project; and at the end of the 

project. These three versions will be able to show cursorily the power of collaborative writing 

through wikis.  

Beginning of writing project (Version A) 

I think secondary school is free.I am enjoy secondary school life.I think I will be happy in 

secondary school. I like secondary school because I have more friends than primary school!. 

My friends some is my class or another class. Then, I feel happy in secondary!=^O^=~  

 Half-way into the project (Version B) 

The first day, I think our class teacher Mr Wong is angry. After one week ,I think Mr Wong is so 

funny. I like secondary school and I am very happy in this class, because I have met many new 

students and I have more friends than primary school. Some of my friends are my class or 

another class. I feel happy in secondary school! And in this school, the teacher are very kind 

and nice. Also, my classmates are also kind, friendly and nice. I like them very much. I like 

them very much. I feel our library is very big when I go to the library I feel very happy.=^O^=~  
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End of writing project (Version C) 

On the first day, we met our class teacher Mr Wong, we thought he would be very strict to us. 

After one week, we think Mr Wong is so funny! We like this secondary school and we are very 

happy to be in 1A, because I have met many new friends. Some of them are our classmates 

and some of them come from other classes. The teachers in this school are very kind and nice 

and our classmates are also kind, friendly and nice. We like each other very much.  

In terms of length and content ideas, Version was rather sketchy. It contained a few sentences 

and ideas randomly lined up. Halfway into the project, the students had quite drastically 

expanded the content of the paragraph, by adding a few supporting ideas. Version C, the 

version produced at the end of the project, was slightly shorter than Version B, the halfway 

version, but that was because the students had taken off the repetitions of sentences and 

ideas in Version B. It can be seen that although Version C is not „perfect‟, in that the 

organization can still be improved, it is a much improved version that the early ones.  

Some improvements in sentence structure and vocabulary can also be observed. In Version B, 

Mr Wong was described with the word „angry‟, which might not have captured the students‟ 

idea accurately. In Version C, they changed to „strict‟, an obviously better choice of word. In 

Version B, the students wrote „I like them very much; I like them very much‟. In Version C, they 

switched to a more sophisticated structure: “…. We like each other very much.” 

The improvement in grammar was even more striking. The students used the Present tense 

throughout Version B; in Version C, they switched to the Past tense, which was more 

appropriate given the content idea. There are several other noteworthy examples. Take the 

following example: 

 Version A: My friends some is my class or another class. 

 Version B: Some of my friends are my class or another class. 

 Version C: Some of them are our classmates and some of them come from other 

classes.  

Version A is a word-for-word translation from the corresponding Chinese sentence. Chinese is 

a topic-prominent language. Here, the students began by stating the topic, which was „My 

friends‟. They then proceeded to talk about this topic, hence “some is …” Also, Chinese does 

not distinguish between „singular verbs‟ and „plural verbs‟. Hence, they write „some is‟.  

The subject error was then eradicated in Version B. But the predicate of the sentence, „my 

class or another class‟, was still unclear. When they reached the final version, they were able 
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to use a structure that clearly expressed the intended meaning.  

 

Further Ideas for Collaborative Writing Using Wikis 

I was encouraged by the results of this attempt, and continued to explore other possible 

collaborative writing activities using wikis. Drawing on the methodology literature on the 

teaching of ESL writing, I have identified the following collaborative writing activities which can 

capitalize on the strengths of wikis, as well as ways of organizing learners for the suggested 

activities:   

Collaborative writing activities using wikis 

 book reports: students write a book report collaboratively or individually to a book 

report wiki 

 brainstorming wikis: student use a wiki to brainstorm ideas for a project or 

assignment 

 poetry: students compose poems together 

 Class (eg, 4B) wikis: students use the wiki as the class website 

 school history wiki: students collaboratively write a history of the school 

 exercise wikis: students create exercises for each other  

 project wikis: students use a wiki to plan a project and present their work in a wiki 

 class blogs: students use a wiki as a class blog 

 planning a party/barbecue/concert: students use a wiki to plan and divide duties for 

a class or school activity 

 the graduating class wiki: student use a wiki to keep in touch with each other after 

they graduate 

 quizzes: students construct quizzes for each other to respond to 

 short stories: students collaboratively write and develop a short story 

 letters to the editor: students write letters to the „editor‟ on a current issue assigned 

by the teacher 

 Agony Aunt: one student writes a letter to Agony Aunt on his/her problems; other 

students play Agony Aunt and give the student advice on his/her problems.  

 

Organising Students for Collaborative Writing 

Given the versatility of wikis, there are many possible ways of grouping students for 

collaborative writing projects. The following are some examples:  
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 the class as one big group; anyone can write to the class wiki 

 the class divided into sub-groups; students write within their sub-group, but their work 

can be read by anyone in the class 

 joint writing projects involving different classes 

 joint writing projects involving different schools 

 "community writing projects”, eg, a wiki for all students in a school or in a school 

district who are interested in NBA 

 writing projects involving schools from different school districts or countries.  

 

Conclusion 

I believe and have found that wikis have great potential for promoting collaborative writing for 

ESL learners. There are now a number of wiki tool providers on the Web and teachers and 

students can create their wikis for free. Wikis are easy to learn and use. Any text type can be 

used for a writing task with wikis. The grouping for a wiki writing activity can be very flexible. 

Furthermore, recent wiki tools come with a large range of formatting features, and they also 

allow uploading of pictures. As a result, ESL learners can easily produce written tasks that look 

appealing and professional. For the teacher, the process of drafting and revising by learners 

can be monitored and supported easily. With a little bit of imagination, teachers will be able to 

design wiki writing projects that effectively promote ESL students‟ interest in writing, develop 

their writing competence, and enhance their collaboration skills.     
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